Sequence preference in RNA recognition by the nucleoporin Nup153.
The vertebrate nuclear pore protein Nup153 contains a novel RNA binding domain. This 150-amino acid region was previously found to bind preferentially to a panel of mRNAs when compared with structured RNAs, such as tRNA, U snRNA, and double-stranded RNA. The ability to broadly recognize mRNA led to the conclusion that the Nup153 RNA binding domain confers a general affinity for single-stranded RNA. Here, we have probed Nup153 RNA recognition to decipher how this unique RNA binding domain discriminates between potential targets. We first mapped the binding determinant within an RNA fragment that associates relatively robustly with the Nup153 RNA binding domain. We next designed synthetic RNA oligonucleotides to systematically delineate the features within this minimal RNA fragment that are key to Nup153 RNA-binding domain binding and demonstrated that the binding preferences of Nup153 do not reflect general preferences of an mRNA/single-stranded RNA-binding protein. We further found that the association between Nup153 and a cellular mRNA can be attributed to an interaction with specific subregions of the RNA. These results indicate that Nup153 can discriminate between mRNA and other classes of RNA transcripts due in part to direct recognition of a loose sequence motif. This information adds a new dimension to the interfaces that can contribute to recognition in mRNA export cargo selection and fate.